English translation of this article on following pages:

“Welcome to my antique world” - hearing the sound, Louise Saxton who was leaning on the white wall, turned back stretching her numb
arm with smiles. Behind her is a red Flamingo, nearly finished, the shadow of the flamingo is so touching. The embroidery on the wall
looks unbelievable, but that is the uniqueness of Louise’s art.
The art of sewing on the wall
Recycled textile art - Louise calls her artworks. All the materials are from pre-loved fabrics, embroidery pieces, lace and pins. It seems that she uses
the wall as a canvas, but actually there is a fixed fine cloth which is the carrier of her artworks. All the art pieces are attached onto this fine cloth. “This
is nylon (tulle) which traditionally brides wear during their wedding. This translucent cloth is light and soft but it is also very strong.” Louise takes some
pins from her working table and fixes the edges of this fine cloth onto the wall. She reveals her creative process. There are different colourful
embroideries on her wide working table - many different shades of red, green and blue...all lying in their own boxes. Even these simple colours
become a beautiful picture. Louise picks up several embroideries and measures them on the fine cloth then cuts them into many little pieces.
Thousands of the embroidery pieces are gathered on this cloth - this is a very long process, which needs a lot of patience. Louise began to use pins
to shape the outlines. The tools she uses are not traditional embroidery needle, but stainless steel pins. Antique embroideries are very fragile and
represent a lot of painstaking work, plus the fabric is very easy to curl after it is cut by scissors. Using pins can make them neat and in order. For
getting the best vision, Louise tries to limit the use of pins which takes longer to design, but she really enjoys this slow and detailed process.
A large piece of recycled artwork usually takes Louise about 8-21 days to finish. Since she started to do this recycled embroidery, she only has 25
pieces of artwork. “I have heard of ancient embroiderer’s stories, how they served for kings or emperors for many years and finally, they become
blind. This is what my most concern is, but I still can’t give up where my passion is.” From Louise’s eyes, there are different stories behind the antique
embroideries and lace. Those artworks she has created tell many stories about the lives from the other eras. The colours of embroidery threads are
also unique and they are totally different from paint, paper or clay colours.
Making the old embroideries sing
In the 27 years living in Melbourne Louise has found lots of inspiration from this diverse city. “When I don’t need to work, I will walk my dog to the park
and the riverside to look at the trees and birds from nature.” However, the original inspiration of her old textile artworks is from a trip to Southeast Asia
about 6 years ago. Huge trees, blooming flowers, animals, everything in Malaysia she found so attractive. She lived in an artist residency. Many
textile products are from the most common fabric and embroidery threads and it contains the perfume of home! (In some countries) after the
housewives finished their morning work, they got stools out and sit in the doorways, embroidering their everyday items. “In western countries there
are not many families still doing (these everyday) textiles - it is a fading family culture.” After travelling back to Australia Louise began to collect large
amount of materials with different cultural symbols. She hopes she can transfer this concept about family culture. “I really want to make those old and
discarded embroidery pieces sing and give them a new meaning.”
Big Trees, insects, birds are the new meaning in Louise’s art

A big Hawk is opening its wings, two big eyes are staring at the little snake, but it has a swallow’s elegant tail. A huge tree is full of leaves, seeing it
from a distance it looks like colourful clouds. There are so many embroidery pieces, but if you go closer and looking seriously, you will find in between
leaves there are little birds, little rabbits and dogs etc. From a distance, Louise’s artworks have a strong texture like painting, but more you can read,
the more you understand it is different from flora and fauna. Because all her artwork models are from old paintings, in the contemporary society, those
flora and fauna may no longer exist.
Louise has made her earliest copy from 1702 painted by a European female artist, Maria Sybilla Merian - it is a hairy spider eating a nestling bird.
“This seems incredible, but in the olden days it might be true.” Her recent exhibition called ‘Sanctuary’ gives the disappearing animals and plants a
home. “In my heart, recycled embroidery is an emotion and the connection between me and other people and cultures.” Hardly to notice, Louise has
an emotional moment.
In her daily life, Louise often goes to charity shops and lots of materials are collected from there. In overseas people donate the unnecessary items to
charity shops and the shop uses the money to help poor people. “A friend from China also gave me antique embroidery - very fragile embroidery, so
unique, so beautiful!” But in Louise’s hands the dragon becomes a snake, the ‘Miao’ embroidery flower becomes part of wings. When I told her
surprisingly, those two embroideries may value lots, Louise said to me, “they have been damaged, simply collecting won’t change their life. I
hope that in my art expression, they will find a new opportunity and value.”
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